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Abstract—A CPV solar tracker design is described using CAE tools. A virtual wind tunnel simulation and finite element analysis software to calculate the stress and deformation is used. A ‘tilt-roll’ tracker employs an inexpensive linear actuator and dampers system to drive the tilt axis, also a bar mechanism driven with another linear actuator in the ‘roll’ axis is utilized. The process to calculate the aperture angle losses caused by the wind drag is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The CPV technology transforms solar radiation to electric energy. This process requires tracking the apparent moving of the sun along the day. To that purpose, it must integrate an automatic structure capable to track the sun, and place the optics of the concentrator in a way that the direct solar radiation is always focused on the modules during the day [1].

According to Angel [2], HCPV technology should compete successfully against the fossil based electricity generation dropping total installation costs respect to flat PV systems. There are various types of solar tracking mechanisms described in literature. Mousazadeh [3] analyzed the principles and methods of solar tracking to maximize the power output of solar systems, finding that the most popular and efficient tracking architectures are the polar axis and altazimuth systems. Actually most of the commercially available CPV systems use a 2 axis tracking in an altazimuth configuration with a pedestal tracker followed by the ‘tilt-roll’ or ‘polar’ configuration.

The first tracking control systems employed analog sensors to detect the sun and align the mechanism toward it, based on shadowing technologies with light sensors, integrating a closed loop control with motor that drove the mechanism. The developing of low cost microcontrollers motivated the appearance of solar tracking systems, that no longer require sensors and which are based only on the digital calculation of high precision analytics equations of solar positioning [1].

The function of a concentration solar tracker is align permanently the aiming axis of the concentration system with the local solar vector, in a way that the maximum power output is produced. In flat PV systems the solar tracking will enhance the power gain of a PV array, but in this installation exists some issues like the cost, liability, energy consumption, maintenance and performance, which should be taken into account [3].

For the layout of solar trackers the wind loads are critical and therefor they should be known as precisely as possible [4]. The operation conditions for solar trackers consist in set a maximum wind speed value during the operation of tracking. The higher is this wind speed, the heavier and more expensive the structure will be in order to keep the deformations below a level for an accurate tracking. An economical and efficient approach is to determine the maximum service wind speed (MSWS) by a cross-correlation between the wind speed and the direct solar radiation, in the site in which is planned to install the tracker. When the wind speed is above this value, the stiffness specs are not to be accomplished and the tracker can change to stow mode where the wind drag reduces to its minimum.

Another variable involved in the service conditions characterization is the max deformation accepted, measured in the aperture surface, and which has the intention to establish a limit in the CPV modules acceptance angles loses caused by the flexibility of the solar tracker. Determining the value of maximum allowable deformation depends on the particular CPV acceptance angle, to which the follower is designed, keeping in mind that the final accuracy of this will be comprised within the acceptance angle under total CPV array [1].

The wind loads produces stress and deformation in the tracker components and it must be calculated to ensure, first its structural reliability, and second, the effect of the deformations in the acceptance angle. Peterka and Derickson [5] studied extensively the wind loads in heliostats using wind tunnels. Their reports documented the load coefficients for the mayor components. Subsequent studies [4] repeated the experiment with heliostats with different shapes, changing the aspect ratio, finding correlation between the wind drag and the radius of the collecting surface form or reflecting surface in the case of heliostats.

Currently the use of finite element analysis (FEA) for the calculation of the max deformation has been widely used for studies reported in the literature. Chih-Kuang [6] made a simulation of the wind loads using a commercially available
computer fluid dynamics (CFD) software. The determined values of the wind induced pressures in the solar tracker where introduced to a structural FEA software to calculate the stress and displacement on the tracker structure. To prove their results, they manufacture a solar tracker in order to make measurements with deformation cells, taking into account the gravity loads only.

Gong et al. [7] conducted a study to determine the wind-induced dynamic response on a heliostat. Using a wind tunnel, pressure coefficients were determined and compared with those of Peterka and Derickson [5]. These values were introduced to a FEA software to calculate the displacement, the stress distribution and the natural frequency of the structure.

II. SOLAR TRACKER DESIGN PROCESS

The design process starts with a strategy in order to get a functional and inexpensive design that can be manufactured and assembled locally. The design strategy takes into account the next points:

1) The solar tracker design to be used with the concentration modules made by the University of Arizona [8].
2) It is considered as an ideal design the one that meets the specifications of weight per square meter in the structure raised by Angel et al. [2] of 23 kg / m2 collector.
3) The max wind speed on stow position and the MSWS considered is 39 and 11 m/s respectively, as recommended by Luque-Heredia [1].
4) Loses in the acceptance angle caused by deformation in the structure are to be less than about half the acceptance angle of the optic array.
5) A novel design will be pursued, in order to obtain some transferable intellectual property protection (i.e. a patent).
6) Priority on the cost reduction.

As a result of the design strategy, the team rise with a linear actuator driven solar tracker, using a tilt-roll configuration as showed in Fig. 1. This design uses a linear actuator in the ‘tilt’ axis, with a couple of hydraulic dampers set up in parallel with it. A second actuator drives a bar linkage which turn the concentrators around the ‘roll’ axis. The tracker was designed to carry 12 concentration modules in a 6 × 2 configuration, in which each 2 module array are to ‘roll’ in the same axis, and parallel to the other 6 arrays.

III. DEFINING THE MAXIMUM APERTURE ANGLE LOSES

The next step was to determine the maximum allowed deflection, in terms of an aperture angle. As defined by Coughenour et al. [8] the optical array of the technology created in the University of Arizona let the acceptance angle to be as long as Θ = ± .75°. Each module is made by a 1.65 × 1.65 m square shape parabolic mirror, with 1.5 m of focus length, where a second optic stage is made by a silica spherical lens, which distributed the solar radiation in a multi-junction PV cells placed behind the sphere in a curved surface, even when the tracking is out of axis. This optical array let an acceptance angle of 1.5°, relaxing the requirements of the solar tracking. The Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the optics operation, showing the projection of the solar image in the curved surface (a), representing the solar rays in an on-axis tracking (b), and in an off-axis tracking.

As discussed above, the aperture angle loses are caused by many reasons like manufacturing tolerance, mounting misalignment, and the deformation in the structure on service conditions. As the contribution of each individual error sources are not know precisely, the team choose a 1/2 of the acceptance angle of the modules to be lose by the structural displacement, caused by the wind drag or the gravity effect.

IV. ESTIMATING WIND LOADS

Previous studies [9] showed that at least 95% of the direct solar radiation is available at wind speeds not higher than 11 m/s. “This wind speed value below which this 95% cumulated direct irradiation is comprised seems, in first instance, a reasonable choice to be taken as the maximum service wind speed, over which the tracking control can order a stow position” [1]. Therefore, the next step was to make a virtual simulation to obtain the wind drag forced caused by that speed in services conditions. As Petkerka and Derickson [5] proposed, 4 scenarios where studied with the MSWS: (α:90, β:0), (α:30, β:0), (α:90, β:65), (α:0, β:0) for scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Also, a maximum wind speed of 39 m/s where studied with the stow position (scenario 4). α and β angles are shown as presented by Petkerka and Derickson [5] in Fig. 3.

A wind flow analysis was performed with SolidWorks for one array of mirrors, since the mirrors were the only parts that present a mayor wind drag. The effect of the wind drag on the power units were also studied, although its value was no significant. The pressure calculated by the simulation was then converted into punctual forces placed where the mirror will be bolted to the structure in the finite element analysis. Fig. 4, shows the wind drag simulation for scenario 2. Table I shows the normal pressure values encountered for the same scenario.
V. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

For FEA study, the structure was separated into 3 stages to simplify the analysis. First, the ‘roll’ structure where the solar optical assembly is mounted was loaded with the wind drag forces. The places where the ‘roll’ structure is joined with the next stage, called the ‘tilt’ structure, where fixed with pin joints for convenience. The FEA analysis was performed using the frame analysis module of the Inventor Software. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the stress and displacement output for scenario 3, respectively.

The reaction values on the pinned fixed boundary condition where used as forces in the next stage of the structure, and so on to the third stage. In the scenario 4, the boundary conditions that represent the points where the hydraulic dampers are connected to the tilt structure, where set as fixed pinned, because they are supposed to work as a structural member in high speed wind gusts, when the damping force opposes to the direction of the movement. If the dampers are magnetoreological, its viscosity can be controlled in convenience to “lock” the tilt axis in a fixed position during the day.

Fig. 7 shows the stress output for the scenario 4. Some iterations where made in order to get a lightweight but resistant structure. The displacement was the ruling factor in scenarios 1, 2 and 3, as it simulate the service conditions. In scenario 4, or say in stow position, the displacement factor was no longer the ruling one, but the stress distribution was to be observed.

The losses in the aperture angle of the solar tracker, caused by the wind drag and gravity where calculated using the displacement estimated in the FEA analysis in a similar way Luque-Heredia proposed: “...using the bending rotation values of the set of vector normal to the concentrators modules obtained in the FEA simulation, assuming that each CPV module mounted on the aperture could be considered to remain undeformed under service loads, a single normal vector is considered per CPV module...” as seen in Fig. 8.

The sum of all deformations, supposing that these deformations occur in the worst combination possible, caused...
a total displacement of 0.38°. The design team considers this value acceptable, opting for the 0.005° loss in the aperture angle against the extra weight gained from the next possible structural beam commercially available.

![Cross section of pedestal tracker subject to flexure](image)

Fig. 8. Cross section of pedestal tracker subject to flexure. At a certain aperture elevation (zenith angle θ). The local pointing vector to each module η, and its acceptance angle (v) cone within the apertures local reference system (x, y, z) [1].

VI. CONCLUSION

The design of the first linear actuator prototype driven by linear actuators was design as a proof of concept to test a lightweight and economical solar tracker architecture for HCPV. The principal benefit of this type of design lie on the use of a couple of linear actuators driving arrays of several concentration units, which are cheaper than slewdrive and other gear based mechanism. To reduce the stress and wind induced deformation, hydraulic dampers are to be placed in parallel to the linear actuator that drives the tilt angle.

Once the prototype has been completed, it will allow measure the deformation in the structure, as well as testing the control systems and the anti-vibration system currently in the development, which will be published in future papers. Currently a patent application has been summed (MX/a/2011/01221).

In order to obtain useful data to build a next generation linear actuator driven solar trackers, the prototype will be tested with different approaches in the National Laboratory of Solar Chemistry and Solar Concentration (LACYQS), located at the Hermosillo Solar Platform (Plataforma Solar de Hermosillo) in the University of Sonora.
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